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Abstract
Frottole: Libro secondo, published in 1505 by Ottaviano Petrucci, is a pristine example
of northern Italian musical culture. The print is a collection of fifty-three frottole—poems
set to music in a specifically Italian conceit—that provides us with a unique glimpse into
the socio-economic climate of the High Italian Renaissance through the perspective of
popular music. This thesis explores the history and impact frottole had on European
musical culture and provides a more specific discussion on the document and a complete
modern transcription with critical commentary. This comprehensive but concise edition
makes sixteenth-century music accessible for modern scholarship and practical use.
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I. Introduction
The frottola is possibly one of the most underrated genres in the western musical
canon. Its reputation for being musically trite has resulted in the widespread notion that
there is not much else to be said or admired about it, but this isn’t quite true. What the
frottola lacks in substance it makes up for in cultural significance. The earliest printed
publications of frottole are from the turn of the sixteenth century, and are some of the
first lasting pieces of secular music from the Italian peninsula since the fourteenth
century, which makes them important to our understanding of this time and place.
Toward the end of the fifteenth century, the French chanson was a fashionable
secular genre in the court circles of northern Italy.1 Not long after, the frottola emerged
and served as a popular homegrown substitute. Though it coexisted with the chanson for
a while, it really began to thrive under the cultivation of Isabella d’Este, when she arrived
at the court at Mantua in 1490, and eventually it surpassed the French in reputation.2 Like
her father Ercole, Isabella held the arts in high esteem, and as a result Mantua was
transformed into one of the most culturally active places of the time, often competing
with her home of Ferrara. Both hosted many of the biggest names in frottola literature
like Marchetto Cara and Bartolomeo Tromboncino.3 Accounts and archival evidence
reveal that Isabella surrounded herself with music—her rooms were even decorated with
1

Lewis Lockwood, Music in Renaissance Ferrara, 1400-1505 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1984), 267. Duke Ercole d’Este had an interest the French style.
2

Iain Fenlon, Music and Patronage in Sixteenth-Century Mantua (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1980), 15.
See William Prizer, “Isabella d’Este and Lucrezia Borgia as Patrons of Music: The Frottola at Mantua and
Ferrara,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 38, no. 1 (Spring 1985): 7.
3

1

intarsia designs of musical instruments—thus creating an ideal hothouse environment for
the Italianate identity to grow, thrive, and spread.4
The second factor in the frottola’s success was the printing press. While the
composers and poets came from several places, the epicenter was Venice, where the
workshop of Ottaviano Petrucci was located. Petrucci was the man responsible for
printing the early frottola volumes, including this one, and sixty-eight other volumes of
contemporary music both sacred and secular.5 The sheer quantity is impressive, but the
quality of the prints is even more stunning, in some respects rivaling the best
manuscripts.
Petrucci employed his patented triple-impression method, by which the paper
would undergo three passes in the press, as different layers of ink were added to the
image. The process was laborious, but what results is a true luxury product. Musical
prints of this caliber promote accurate and fluid readability, a crucial necessity in a
rapidly growing market of musical consumerism. Petrucci had a monopoly on music
printing in Venice for twenty years, as established in the petition he sent to the Venetian
government on May 25, 1498:
Most illustrious Signori, pleading that the Signori, through its accustomed
clemency and benignity, deign to accord him, as first inventor, the special
grace that, for twenty years no other be empowered to print Figured Music
in the land subject to Your Signori, nor tablatures for organ or lute, nor to
import said things, printed outside in any other place whatsoever, nor
cause them to be imported or sold in the territories or places belonging to
your sublime Signori, on pain of confiscation of said words—printed by

4

Ibid., 21.

5

For a complete and detailed list, see Stanley Boorman, Ottaviano Petrucci: A Catalogue Raisonné (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 411-413.

2

others, or imported from outside—and a fine of ten ducats for each copy
thereof.6
Petrucci’s manufacturing process posed many benefits: it cut production costs, it
saved time, and most importantly, it could produce many duplicates. All these factors
drastically reduced the price of music. Furthermore, many identical copies could be
distributed to anyone willing to pay for them, thereby broadening the customer base and
ultimately, the audience. These prints were not yet a cheap everyman item, but
nevertheless, for the first time, written music was available for purchase on the free
market.
Poetry and Form
The texts originate from a variety of sources. It could be that the frottola acts as a
nod to the trecento poetic tradition; it seems that for the people of the cinquecento, the
trecento was a golden age of Italian culture. Frottole bear distinct traces of medieval
traditions; most of the subject matter is based heavily on themes of unrequited love and
other standard courtly love paradigms though their style is very different.7 Masters of
verse like Dante and Petrarch were elevated as idealized male muses, and occasionally
their words were set to music, though not frequently.8 Most of the poems are the products
of minor figures, anonymous writers, and amateurs who imitated the trecento repertoire.9

6

In Gustave Reese, “The First Printed Collection of Part-Music,” Musical Quarterly 20 (1934): 40.

William Prizer, “Marchetto Cara and the North Italian Frottola” (PhD diss., University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, 1974), 151. Less commonly used were sacred texts, jokes and folk poetry.
7

The second composition in Libro secondo is a Petrarch sonnet. See Nino Pirrotta, “Before the Madrigal,”
The Journal of Musicology, 12, no. 3 (Summer 1994): 246. Petrarch’s sonnets are more frequently used
than Dante’s verse.
8

Prizer, “Marchetto Cara and the North Italian Frottola,” 161, originally derived from Emil Vogel,
Bibliothek der gedruckten weltlichen Vocalmusik italiens aus Jahren 1500-1700: Mit nachträgen von Prof.
9

3

As is the case with trecento ballate, artistic skill comes not from the expressive
capacity of the music, but rather from how the composer is able to set the text within the
restrictive nature of the musical form. We can think of the frottola as a descendant of the
forme-fixe tradition, known in both France and Italy during the previous centuries. The
most common form of the frottola—especially in the early period—is the barzelletta.
Nino Pirrotta makes the case that the terms barzelletta and frottola were at one point
semi-synonymous, and hypothesizes that the term barzelletta is derived from the French
bergerette.10 There are roughly ten standard forms that survive in the frottola
collections,11 but due to their limited structural and topical scope, they are often labeled
as uninventive or even derivative.
There are three poetic structures in the Libro secondo, none of which are exactly
those used in the trecento, but nevertheless exhibit functional and aesthetic similarities.
These three poetic forms are the barzelletta, the oda, and the sonnet. The barzelletta—a
descendant of the balatta12—represents a sizeable thirty-eight pieces out of the fifty-three
in Libro secondo. William Prizer has categorized four versions of barzelletta, but slight
variants exist even among these.13 Despite these differences, the form is distinctly
recognizable by its refrain material. Each line is octosyllabic, in trochaic tetrameter. The
most common rhyme scheme and verse structure is as follows:
Alfred Einstein, vol. II, (Hildensheim: Olms, 1972), 603-25. Earlier musicologists delved into frottole by
other composers, and found only a few examples to which they could definitely attribute a poet.
10

Pirrotta, “Before the Madrigal,” 239.

For more detailed information on these and other forms, see Prizer, “Marchetto Cara and the North
Italian Frottola” 100-149.
11

12

Prizer, “Performance Practices in the Frottola,” Early Music 3 (1975): 234.

13

See the chart in Prizer, “Performance Practices in the Frottola,” 228.
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abba [ab] cdcdda [ab]
The bracketed letters refer to the repeated refrain material.
The oda is a substantially less complicated form, common for short pieces of one
opening. As with the barzelletta, there are variations, but not so drastic or consistent as to
require special categorization. The verse form is constructed of a series of interconnected
quatrains, generally linked together by the rhyme scheme of the last and first lines of
successive stanzas. The typical rhyme scheme is:
abbb bccc cddd deee efff, etc.
Ode tend to consist of many short verses, but there is no standard number of
strophes.
This collection also includes a couple of sonnets, and one that defies
categorization but seems to be a variant of an oda.14
Cultural Significance
With the knowledge of history in mind, the question then arises why these
specific pieces were chosen for the Libro secondo and why they are organized the way
they are. These collections are not merely happy accidents, nor are they the products of
altruistic foresight by Petrucci or his contemporary wealthy music enthusiasts. They
were, after all, marketable goods designed to turn a profit. So the volumes had to appeal
to the consumers, the very people at the center of the new European world order. Just
how Petrucci accomplished this deserves some attention.
Stanley Boorman proposes that the first two books of frottole are collections of
pieces by selected composers, representing various parts of the Venetian Republic, likely
14

For further explanation, see critical notes for 23: Oyme che ho perso il core.

5

with the intent of appealing to a large regional audience.15 By modern standards, the
geographical range is quite small and the style of music is much the same from city to
city, but it seems to have mattered to the commoners who were probably making
purchases with the desire to own something written by someone they knew of. These
collections had some kind of local celebrity value attached to them, and were therefore
probably purchased in part for the music, and in part for the name and branding. Thus,
they became something of a status symbol, displaying not only the purchaser’s wealth,
but also his or her appreciation for the music, poetry, and people associated with the
manufacturing of such a luxury item.
The frottola is almost exclusively a northern Italian art form, and there are several
considerations to make based on this.16 Civic pride was a central part of the Italian way of
life, especially in northern regions where feuding families and warring city-states were
constantly vying for control of territories. Wealthy cities like Florence, Siena, Bologna,
and Venice used art and architecture as a visual demonstration of culture, wealth, and
power.17 The advantage of these physical media is that they can be, and certainly were,
put on public display as positive propaganda.18 Art music, of course, does not maintain
the same permanent physicality of visual art, but it can nevertheless be imbued with folk
Boorman, A Catalogue Raisonné, 282. It is known too that Petrucci’s prints circulated outside of Venice,
especially in other large cities like Brussels, Nuremburg, and Rome.
15

Prizer, “Performance Practices in the Frottola,” 227. Some non-Italian composers are known to have
written frottolas, but these compositions are nevertheless in Italian.
16

Donatello’s David is a popular example. The sixteenth-century art historian Giorgio Vasari believed it to
be a visual representation of the Medici superiority over the Visconti family in neighboring Milan. See
Christine M. Sperling, “Dontatello’s Bronze ‘David and the Demands of Medici Politics,” The Burlington
Magazine, 134 no. 1069 (April 1992): 221-22.
17

18

See Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of the Artists, trans. Peter E. Bondanella and Julia Conway (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1998), 152.
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traditions and local flavors, connecting the listener to a specific cultural identity and
instilling pride and loyalty, but in a more sophisticated manner than peasant music.
Take for example, the quirky little composition entitled Lirum, Bililirum: un
sonar de piva in fachineso.19 The melody is delightful enough, and convincingly
idiomatic of the rustic piva, or bagpipe, that it tries to emulate.20 The text though, is
clearly not standard Italian. Rather, it is a phony bergamasque: a stereotyped imitation of
the Lombard language spoken by the people of the Bergamo region. It is easy to imagine
this piece serving as a fascinating, if somewhat derogatory, peasant novelty for
cosmopolitan Venetians.21 In fact, it is known that the people from this region were often
subject to ridicule. 22 Nevertheless, Lirum Bililirum represents the concept of regional
pride and worldly education.
The piece is an oddity, however. Most music in this volume is presumed to be
written in the vogue of urban areas in the Venetian Republic, but just who composed
them is not always clear. Aside from Cara and Tromboncino, almost nothing is known
about most of these early Italian frottola composers, except that they made a living as
musicians or wrote music as a hobby, though it is almost impossible to know with such
scant documentary information. The first edition of the Libro secondo does not contain
many composer attributions, and numerous examples remain anonymous, though a later
19

See no. 28 in the collection.

See Barbara Sparti, “The 15th-Century ‘balli’ Tunes: A New Look,” Early Music 14, no. 3 (August
1986): 349. The piva is also the name given to an Italian bassadanza, and one must presume the instrument
and dance are related.
20

21

According to Dr. Giulio Ongaro (e-mail message to author, March 1, 2017) of Chapman University, the
northern Italian region employed the Bergamaschi as facchini or bagpipe porters. They were often looked
down upon, and often the subjects of ridicule.
22

Bergamasque is the name given to the folk songs and dances of the region, and became an offical folia
later in the century, typically associated with peasants and people of low breeding.

7

version from 1508 gives a couple more names.23 With the names given in both editions,
we know the cities of origin to be at least Venice, Verona, Mantua, and Padua.
Boorman’s thorough and elegant inventory helps us understand just how
methodical Petrucci’s layout design is. The Libro secondo is divided into seven
gatherings, with each gathering more or less representing one composer.24 Each gathering
is labeled with a letter A-G, found at the bottom of the recto pages. The first gathering
opens with a short piece by “R.M.” (presumably Rossinus Mantuanus.)25 The next series
of compositions are credited to Franciscus Venetus Orga, who is assumed to be Francisco
d’Ana, the organist at San Marco.26 His compositions are found in both gatherings A and
B, folios 1-16v. The third gathering, C, ff. 17-24v, is made up of anonymi. D, ff. 25-32v
contains music by Veronese composers, four of whom are named. Bartolomeo
Tromboncino is included in this list, alongside Rossinus Mantuanus. The other two are
listed Pregrinus Cesena Veronesis and Antonius Rossetus.27 The E gathering, ff. 33-40v,
also consists of anonymi, but F is given to Honophrius Antenoreus, and G to Nicolo
Patavino (ff. 49-55v.)
Petrucci probably didn’t go about accumulating this music himself, but it is
known that he worked with a Dominican friar named Petrus Castellanus, as both musical
collector and editor. Details about Castellanus’s life are scattered in letters and
23

With these names, Boorman has formed a likely hypothesis of composer identity, based on names in later
Petrucci volumes.
24

Boorman, A Catalogue Raisonné 282. This is not to say that each gathering contains solely music of a
single composer, but is the favored named composer of that particular gathering.
25

See ibid., 283.

26

Ibid., 282, extracted by Boorman from Elena Quartana, Oltre San Marco: Organizzazione e prassi della
musica nelle chiese di Venezia ne Rinascimento, Studi di Musica Venta 26 (Forence: Olschki, 1998), 359.
27

Boorman, A Catalogue Raisonné, 283.
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documents pieced together by Bonnie Blackburn, who concludes he played a prominent
role in the early part of Petrucci’s business ventures.28 Castellanus likely even served as a
kind of agent for composers wishing to be published by Petrucci.29 He would have
provided Petrucci with the musical specimens, and both men probably adapted the
manuscript material to better suit print formats. This also means that while the division of
works by region may hold some social significance, it was more likely done on practical
grounds, with each portion being assigned to different typesetters so that many sections
could be produced simultaneously, resulting in much faster appearance of the product.30
So, what the frottole may lack in musical profundity, they make up for in cultural
value. They were an Italian response to the French trend, made popular by the wealthy
and powerful, deemed important enough to be printed and distributed throughout the
area. Each volume is a microcosm of Italian national identity, making use of local talent
instead of foreign, and embracing the traditions of previous generations with a
contemporary twist. Even more important, the Libro secondo came at a critical time when
Italy was poised to become the model for Renaissance aesthetic. Whereas the fifteenth
century was dominated by Franco-Flemish culture, the sixteenth was the age of interest in
Italianate styles, making this collection one of the earliest samples of the new musical
standard.

Bonnie Blackburn, “Petrucci’s Venetian Editor: Petrus Castellanus and His Musical Garden,” Musica
Disciplina 49 (1995): 15-45.
28

29

Ibid., 31. This is, of course, not the case for all music, since it is likely Castellanus collected a good deal
of music out of his own interests, but it supports the notion that these collections were valuable for their
celebrity connections, and many composers probably saw this as an opportunity to either widen their
audience, or make a legacy for themselves.
30

Boorman, A Catalogue Raisonné, 283.
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The frottola seems to have been popular with a great many Italians for a couple of
reasons. One, as I have mentioned, is that these volumes were something to buy for the
sake of having the means to afford an exclusive brand. The second is that this music
appears to be marketed as an entertaining diversion. This is the crucial differentiating
factor between this and much preceding notated music: we know these pieces were for no
purpose other than pleasure.
Though the frottola as a commodity represented a very small facet of the
Renaissance economy, it nevertheless reveals to us a world undergoing radical societal
changes: the printing and publication of music like the frottola allow us to conclude that
Western Europe was growing more affluent, and the newfound wealth was invested in
seemingly frivolous items once only available to the very few in the upper echelon of the
social order. So no matter how shallow the frottola may be musically, or may seem to us
today, it was perfectly suited to be part of the new market of intentionally impractical
items designed to incite the buyer’s sense of want, taste, and self-expression vis-à-vis
economic autonomy.
Technical Aspects and Performance Practice
Petrucci’s second book of frottole was published in 1504 and contains fifty-three
compositions.31 The print is in choirbook format, with the majority of pieces being split
with cantus and tenor on the verso and altus and bassus on the recto. The cantus is always
fully texted, while the other three voices have incipits of varying length.

31

Boorman, A Catalogue Raisonné, 279. The print was not officially released until January of 1505,
however the copyright plate still reads 1504. Frottola I was published a mere two months before Frottola
II, which may explain the continued use of 1504 as the date of publication.

10

These are strophic pieces; the subsequent verses are printed at the bottom of the
page.32 The text for these verses is generally found below the tenor line, to which the
singer can then refer once he or she has committed the melody to memory. This is
probably more easily said than done, since the text underlay for these verses takes some
considerable brain power on the part of the singer, as there are not always obvious cues
for word placement. In his lecture on this very problem, John Kmetz poses a theory that
Petrucci’s business model depended heavily on people’s ability to recall melody rather
than words.33 Clearly, the performance of these pieces relied heavily on the performer’s
familiarity with the poetic structure and verse.
The pages on the extant copies of Libro secondo measure 159 x 228 mm. in
size.34 The measurements are fairly small for music designed for group performance, but
frottole were intended for intimate settings, with a small group of singers and or
instrumentalists. It has even been suggested that, for any given performance, all four parts
may not have been played at once.35

32

Ibid., 280. This was probably done to imitate the layout of chanson manuscripts, so that consumers
would get a familiar product.
John Kmetz, “Petrucci’s Alphabet Series: The ABC’s of Music, Memory and Marketing,” Basler
Jahrbuch für historische Musikpraxis, 25 (2001): 136-37. Leaving the music of the Odhecaton un-texted
may have been a smart move on Petrucci’s part, as he seemed to understand that his market did not
necessarily speak French, but still liked the music. Thus, his product becomes internationally friendly. In
contrast, these frottole are texted in full, suggesting a more specific intended market, but the same principle
probably still applied, since we know non-Italian consumers purchased frottole as well.
33

34

Boorman, A Catalogue Raissoné, 571.

35

Ibid., 281. Professional musicians who were masters at their instruments could play chords and sing all at
once, and therefore would not necessarily need the lines written out, so depending on the performer, the
need for all four lines is definitely circumstantial.
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It is tempting to see the frottola as simply the Italian version of the chanson, and
this is probably true to some extent.36 The frottola and chanson share common roots and
characteristics, but it is clear that people did seem to distinguish between the two. The
chanson is traceable almost directly from medieval practices, and therefore it is easy to
examine the evolution of the genre. Conversely, at the same time Dufay and Ockeghem
were writing, Italian musical practice from the trecento period gradually disappeared, but
it does not mean that Italy was lacking in music. The fashionable courts of the northern
regions began to adopt and imitate the French style, due in part to attitudes of political
sympathy toward the French crown.37
While Italian regions were largely interested in the vernacular and resurrection of
their Classical tradition, the alliance with France also sparked a love for courtly tastes of
northern Europe. Again, this does not mean that Italians totally abandoned their own
musical heritage, but it is presumed that compositions blended Italian and French
aesthetics. The methods to achieve this included, but were not limited to, importing
French composers, imitating the courtly dance styles, and embracing the French romance
tradition in musical poetry.
The latter is the primary concern here, since the frottola texts are predominantly
based on idyllic courtly love themes. In his book Music in Renaissance Ferrara 14001505, Lewis Lockwood examines the evolution of musical taste of the court in the
fifteenth century, and all the socio-political events through Ercole I d’Este’s reign. In it,
See Prizer, “Performance Practices in the Frottola,” 229. Some all-vocal frottole exist, but the
overwhelming majority of them outwardly suggest a preference for vocal-instrumental arrangement.
36

37

Lockwood, Music in Renaissance Ferrara, 15. Ferrara in particular benefitted from an alliance with
France, because the latter could provide strong military protection against larger city-states. French and
Italian relations were strained as a result of the papal schism, but had positive impacts on Ferrara both
politically and musically.
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he chronicles the biographies of the important people and documents that help to shed
light on this exceptionally non-Italian period of musical history.
Though manuscript evidence showcases an admiration for French and Burgundian
music, not all the dukes were as interested in such polyphony. Borso d’Este served as
duke of Ferrara when the legitimate heir was too young to inherit, and was much more
interested in French literature than Italian classics, and evidently much more fond of
instrumental music than vocal.38 One performer by the name of Pietrobono del Chitarino
served primarily as an improvvisatore in Borso’s court. His career was long and
successful, and he even attained considerable fame. His duties were not that different
from those of medieval musicians: letters to his mother and brother reveal he frequently
entertained at parties and exhibitions in the garden, a popular diversion in the French and
Burgundian courts.
The repertoire was distinct from the polyphonic tradition, favoring recitations of
long poems over improvised music, or perhaps fleshing out popular tunes in instrumental
ensembles. It is useful to compare this to modern jazz practice, but these entertainers like
Pietrobono were probably trained to perform in a multitude of performance arts outside
just music. Nevertheless, these practices eventually influenced the frottola style, giving
amateur musicians an opportunity to recreate the music of these improvisatory masters,
without the need for an intimate understanding of harmonic progression, poetic verse, or
even total mastery of an instrument.
It is difficult to say with certainty what instruments were most commonly used in
the performance of frottole, but options and combinations appear limitless. Decisions on
38

Ibid., 86-94. Borso also exhibited a taste for visual art, in which musical iconography plays an important
role.
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any modern performance practice should not be based so much on the idiomatic
properties of instruments, but rather out of more practical concerns like range and tuning.
Instruments with small ranges are not favorable, since most parts require more than an
octave.39 Nevertheless, recorders and other instruments from soft bands were ubiquitous
in court households and they were probably used rather often. Prizer suggests that brass
and other alta band instruments were appropriately reserved for occasions like carnivals
and “those frottole with more boisterous, popular texts.”40
Contemporary artwork also offers insight to instrumental performance practice.
Based on pictorial evidence, we know Italians made significant use of string instruments.
The lute was certainly one of the most popular. Not only was it portable, but it also
commonly functioned as a visual display of musical education. Petrucci’s workshop even
produced a book of frottola lute tablatures a mere two years after the initial publication of
the Libro secondo.41 The viola da braccio was probably common, existing as vestigial
evidence of the improvisatory heritage of the previous century, but viols of all sorts were
used as well: the court at Mantua employed an entire viol consort at the insistence of
Isabella d’Este.42
Willam Prizer suggests ensembles may have been made up of several different
varieties of instrument groupings, depending on the performance situation, and form of
the piece. One possibility is that each line should be played on a different instrument, in
Prizer, “Performance Practices in the Frottola,” 231. Many double reed instruments from this period have
a modest range of an octave or so, and the parts often require a range of at least an eleventh.
39

40

Ibid., 230.

41

Boorman, A Catalogue Raissoné, 294. It was published on 31 March 1507.

Prizer, “Performance Practices in the Frottola,” 231. This becomes more common as vertical harmony
becomes as important as horizontal melody in part writing.
42
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order to highlight the melodic qualities of non-imitative individual parts, a practice
presumably going back to the Middle Ages. Conversely, a full consort—consisting of
different members of the same instrument family—could be utilized to highlight
contrapuntal dissonance with a more homogenous sound.43 Of course, we must remember
this was an amateur genre largely for private performance. In the end, it is probably safest
to assume people used whatever instruments they had available and could make work.
There is enough information and evidence surrounding this genre to confirm that
women were heavily involved in performance of frottole. This is far from surprising;
cultured ladies like Isabella d’Este were expected to be musically educated, and music
was really an integral part in noble women’s lives.44 Domestic musical performance was
thought to be especially suited to women, but even its role in the masculine quadrivium
was adapted to fit the evolving harmonic tastes of the Renaissance humanist.45 This
implies that music as a study was undergoing a change in status. It was gradually
incorporated as part of a well-rounded humanistic education for everyone of a certain
social rank.

43

Ibid. This arrangement is done to emphasize the verticality of harmonic structure, as opposed to the
horizontal individuality of melodic line, a practice that eventually became the standard compositional
method.
See: Katherine Ann Moyles Wallace, “Gender and Genre in Cinquecento Vocal Music” (PhD diss.,
University of Alberta, 2002), 68.
44

See Claude Palisca, “Sense over Reason: The Anti-Theoretical Reaction,” in idem, Music and Ideas in
the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 29-47. Though
theory and practice were still distinct disciplines, new ideas about intervallic consonance were discussed in
great detail. The Pythagorean tuning system proved to be clumsy and irrational, as more and more music
was based on triadic harmony instead of being rooted in fundamentally perfect mathematical ratios and so
theory had to change as a result.
45
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Comments on Transcription
I chose this collection for a number of reasons, one of which is that there are no
modern editions of it to my knowledge. The pieces are appealing to transcribe because of
their brevity and familiar harmonic nature. The most tantalizing aspect of this project,
though, was the prospect of working with Petrucci prints, which are usually quite
accurate and easy to work from.
That being said, the frottola prints do have a few persistent problems. Like
virtually all Renaissance partbooks, they do not use regular barlines, only the occasional
vertical line to indicate divisions in the poetry and/or the musical form. Unlike most
contemporary genres, however, their music is often not organized in breve-length units
that readily translate into measures in a modern edition; accordingly, I have often had to
insert pickups or irregular long measures, making the editions perhaps seem more
complicated than the music was meant to be.
One piece in particular exposes the serious issues a lack of barlines can create:46
the thirty-third entry, Più volte fra me stesso. The number of measures in each part does
not match; there are sixty-six measures in the superius and tenor voices and sixty-four in
the altus and bassus. This error cannot be detected from a cursory glance, though it
became apparent when the transcription did not sound right. Furthermore, it features
staggered entrances, with repeats that begin in the middle of measures, so multiple meter
changes were made to accommodate all the irregularities. For clarity, I have written out
the repeats and made rhythmic adjustments to accommodate the missing note values in
the two lower voices.

46

See the note to no. 33. Più volte fra me stesso, for further explanation.
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The missing values in this piece are, I suspect, the result of printer error. While
this may be utterly maddening for us, it is hard to know if this would have been so
bothersome to contemporary consumers. Our modern notational system is dependent on
bars for both formal structure and rhythmic pattern, and we are, by extension, just as
dependent on this ultra-precise and polished system. Transcribing prints from notation
that is not always so exact forces the editor to invent ways to make modern notation cope,
whereas the problem may have been more easily overcome by contemporary performers,
who were almost certainly used to making minor adjustments to rhythm and may have
been significantly less bothered by mistakes.
The second most problematic aspect was text underlay. Adding the text to the
music can be a tricky undertaking, largely as a result of the limitations of the print design:
the words are not always clearly aligned with the corresponding notes. Neumatic or
melismatic passages are sometimes indicated with longer spaces between syllables, but
there are no dashes, so care must be taken to decide if the next few letters are part of a
longer word, or a new word entirely.
The clefs are hardly problematic but are nevertheless interesting. In the case of
these frottole in particular, there seems to be no one standard designated clef for any of
the voices. Rather, all the parts related by register: high, middle and low. These middle
register voices are often written in the same clef and similar range.47 For example, the
voices in C clefs might be arranged S, A, A, or M, T, T, or even M, A, T.48 One

47

The most common voicing here seems to have the alto and tenor voice share a range in the tenor clef,
placing both in an improbably low register for singers in a modern choral setting, but it does not totally rule
out the possibility.
48

See Clef key in Critical Notes for clef explanations. The tessitura of the pieces are often closely related,
meaning if a soprano voice is in a high clef, so too will the bottom three voices be in higher clefs.
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composition features a change of clef from A to T.49 The change is apparently to
accommodate a range issue, but this is the only example in this collection to do so.
The majority of pieces are written in duple meter, but as is characteristic of Italian
music, hemiola and syncopation are common.50 In the rare case that a piece is in a true
triple meter, such is indicated by a numeral 3 reserved for sesquialtera,51 or the mensural
Ø.52 Each meter is clearly marked. This is the sort of precision we expect from Petrucci,
but was not necessarily a ubiquitous practice at this point in European musical history.
Closing Remarks
For a musical genre based largely on platitudes, the origins and impacts of frottola
literature are surprisingly varied. This volume, along with its many companions, is the
result of complex socio-cultural exchange between France and Italy combined with the
brilliant business sense of Petrucci. His unparalleled marketing skills helped put the
frottola in the hands of an ever-growing non-noble class. While the frottola is not the
cause of this rather dramatic social shift, it is at least a reflection of these changes at
large.
Similarly Petrucci’s printed repertoire varied greatly but almost always catered to
popular demand. His first prints were untexted Franco-Flemish compositions, some of
which we can assume were meant for instrumental performance or with a contrafactum,
reflecting the fifteenth-century affinity toward northern styles. Conversely, the frottola

49

See the note to no. 32, Pace hormai su si più guerra.

50

This is almost never indicated by an actual meter marking because these shifts happen so frequently and
quickly. Remember, the metrical patterns are predetermined by literary structures, not musical ones.
51

See no. 26, La pietà chiusa he la porte.

52

See no. 25, Che più felice sorte.
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prints from a few years later exemplify the increased desire for and appreciation of the
Italianate aesthetic. The frottola’s life span was intense but short; it would soon give way
to the more cerebral and artful madrigal.
The frottola is not musically profound, but it is remarkable as an unnaturally
preserved popular medium. The reasons behind the excellent preservation of this
repertory are a mystery, but may be due in part to its Italian origin. With the printing
happening so close to the consumer base, it is easy to assume that the quantity of
manufactured prints circulating in such a small geographical area gave the Petrucci
frottole a strong statistical advantage for survival. Ultimately, it seems that if these
volumes were important enough to exist in such quantities for half a millennium, it may
be worth reconsidering the frottola’s significance in musical development; not just
stylistically but also economically, which would drastically alter the trajectory of music’s
role in the lives of western Europeans.
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III. Critical Notes
 All note values halved, irrespective of diminished or undiminished meter
signatures.
 Part names are as Petrucci gives them.
 Ligatures from the original score are denoted by a bracket above the
corresponding notes.
 Poetic form as interpreted by Prizer.1
 All bar lines are numbered according to this edition.
 Missing text in the original edition has been placed in parentheses.
 Music without text is treated as an instrumental break unless otherwise noted.
 Metrical adjustments are made with notes above the corresponding measure.
1. Da poi che’l tuo bel viso
f. 2, R[ossinus] M[antuanus].
Original clefs: S, A, A, R. Original meter: C.
It features an instrumental coda, marked by “la fine.” A custos follows the bar line at the
end of m.9 in each voice, indicating that the parts should return to the verses before
moving onto the coda.
Poetic form: abbc, cdde, effg, etc. (Oda)
2. La mia vita liberale
ff. 2v-4, Fran[ciscus] Vene[tus] Orga[nista].
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
This piece is one of several that are longer, and takes up two openings in the print. The
first opening contains music and text for the refrain set, while the second contains music
and text for the verses.
Poetic form: abbab [cdcd] daab (Barzelletta with 2-line volta, only ripresa and refrain set)
3. Queste quel locho amore
ff. 4v-5, Franciscus Vene. Orga[nista].
Original clefs: S, A, A, R. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abbacdc (Sonnet, first quatrain and first tercet set)
1

William Prizer, “Performance Practice in the Frottola,” Early Music, vol. 3 no. 3 (July 1975), 228.
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4. Son quel troncho senza foglia
ff. 5v-6, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: C.
Somewhat unusual is the rest falling between the first and second syllables of troncho,
though for vocal purposes, this rest may not have to be recognized.
Poetic form: abba ab [cdcd d ee a] (Barzelletta with 4-line volta, both ripresa and stanza
set.)
5. Spero haver felicita
ff. 6v-7, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
This print seems to be missing one line of text, which I have placed in parentheses to
suggest where it probably belongs.
Poetic form: abbaca [dedeef] (Barzelletta-esque. The rhyme scheme is slightly varied
from the standard Barzelletta, but the structure is most closely related to one with a
standard 2-line volta and refrain.)
6. Non so per che en mora
ff. 7v-8, P[eregrenus] C[esena]V[eronesis].
Original clefs: S, A, M, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: [abba] ccca ddda eeea (Barzelletta-esque. There is a clear use of refrain but
the standard piedi and volta are absent.)
7. Con la rete cogli el vento
ff. 8v-9, Fran[ciscus] Vene[tus] Orga[nista].
Original clefs: S, M, A, R. Original meter: ¢.
Use of ligatures in the alto and tenor voice at the final cadence.
Poetic form: abbaab cdcdd [bbaab] (Barzelletta-esqe, with slight variation on the volta
section leading into the refrain.)
8. Nasce laspro mio tormento
ff. 9v-10, Fran[ciscus] Vene[tus] Orga[nista].
Original Clefs: S, A, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
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Poetic form: abbcab deecde[ab] fggcfg[ab] (Barzelletta-esque, with implied repeat of the
first two stanzas, as a refrain.)
9. Vedo ben chio perdo
ff. 10v-11, Anonymous.
Original Clefs: S, A, A, R. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abbaab[ab] cddcda[ab] effefa[ab]. Standard barzelletta form with return to
the refrain after each verse. Instrumental coda at the end.
10. Occhi mei troppo guardasti
ff. 11v-13, Franciscus Venetus Orga[nista].
Original Clefs: M, A, T, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: [abbaa] cdcddcc efeffee ghghhgg (Barzelletta, though there are no apparent
repeated lines or refrains.)
11. Occhi dolce ove prendesti
ff. 13v-14, Franciscus Venetus Orga[nista].
Original Clefs: A, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
This piece is written in a lower register than most of the others in the collection. There
appear to be two typographical errors in this print. The capital O at the very beginning of
the piece is absent.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cddcceea [ab] Barzelletta
12. Famme pur quel che ti pare
ff. 15v-16, Anonymous.
Original Clefs: S, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
There is one typographical error in bass voice mm. 7-9, where the original print fails to
include the music. A small repeat sign appears to have been added in at a later point to
substitute for these missing notes. There is an instrumental coda.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta.)
13. Gliocchi tio maccesel core
ff. 16v-17, Fran[ciscus] Vene[tus] Orga[nista].
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Original Clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
There is an instrumental coda.
Poetic form: abbb [ba] cdcddb (Barzelletta.)
14. Serra dura mia partita
ff. 17v-19, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Sometimes, a rest falls in between syllables of a word. It seems as if this rest in the vocal
line is intentional, perhaps to denote a stylistically dramatic pause.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdd ee a [ab] (Barzelletta with 4-line volta, ripresa and stanza
set.)
15. Occhi mei a pianger nati
ff. 19v-20, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta.)
16. Se l’amor te e pocho
ff. 20v-21, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta.)
17. Ite caldi suspiri mei
ff. 21v-22, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: C.
It is unclear whether or not the superius is intended to be sung the entire way through.
The final four measures seem to serve as an instrumental gesture.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta.)
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18. Dio sa quanto me doglio
ff. 22v-23, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
This print is missing the text to the first verse, though incipits and subsequent verses are
given.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta, with 2-line volta, both ripresa and stanza
set.)
19. Vivo leito nel tormento
ff. 23v-24, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, R. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcddb [ab] (Barzelletta, with 2-line volta, both ripresa and stanza
set.) The print of this piece is unusual. While the first four lines are printed in standard
format, the latter portion indicates the performer to repeat the B section for each line of
text. Following this section is an incipit of the first two bars of music and the words “ut
supra,” to suggest starting from the top after the refrain on “Ben chio mora.” It is the only
piece in this collection to be formatted in this way.
20. Si non posso il cor placarte
ff. 24v-25, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcd deea [ab] (Barzelletta with 4-line volta, both ripresa and
stanza set)
21. Ochii mei frenati el pianto
ff. 25v-26, Peregrinus Cesena Veronensis.
Original clefs: S, M, M, R. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta)
22. Hai lassa me meschina
f. 26v, P[eregrinus] C[esena] V[eronesis].
Original clefs: S, M, M, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abbc cdde effg… (Oda)
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23. Oyme che ho perso il core
f. 27, P[eregrinus] C[esena] V[eronesis].
Original clefs: M, M, M, T. Original meter: C.
This piece features higher-than-average voicing. All voices rest at the same points.
Poetic form: abab [cb] (Oda, with refrain.)
24. O dolce diva mia
f. 27v, P[eregrinus] C[esena] V[eronesis].
Original clefs: S, A, M, B. Original meter: C.
Features an instrumental cauda.
Poetic form: abbc cdde effg… (Oda)
25. Che più felice sorte
f. 28, Antonius Rossetus Veronensis.
Original clefs: S, A, A, R. Original meter: Ø
The only piece in the collection written in triple meter, but due to use of hemiola, does
not sound so. There is heavy use of ligatures in the bass voice.
Poetic form: abba ccca ddda (Oda. Again, syllables and structure are appropriate, but the
rhyme scheme is not typical.)
26. La pietà chiusa ha le porte
ff. 28v-30, B[artolomeo] T[romboncino].
Original clefs: M, M, M, T. Original meter: C.
The piece moves into sesquialtera from m. 57 through m. 67.
Poetic form: abba[ab] cdcddb [bab] (Barzelletta, but an extended repeat of the line before
the refrain)
27. Tu me voi crudel lassare
ff. 30v-31, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba cdcdd eea (Barzelletta)
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28. Lirum, bililirum (un sonar de piva in fachineso)
ff. 31v-32, Rossinus Mantuanus.
Original clefs: M, A, A, B. Original meter: C.
The minim in m. 40 has been changed to two semi-minims to accommodate the syllables
of the word “lirum.” The original value is marked above. The text is in the Bergamasque
dialect, a Lombard tongue spoken in northern Italy, as well as onomatopoeia likely to
imitate the piva, both a bassadanza and the bagpipe on which it is played.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] Barzelletta
29. Gliocchi toi maccesei core
ff. 32v-34, B[artolomeo] T[romboncino].
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
Some note values have been altered to accommodate the text: mm. 11 & 51; semi-minim
into two fusae, mm. 13, 18, 53 & 58; breve into two minims. The secunda pars is
untexted, but has the same musical material as the prima pars. Original value is marked
above.
Poetic form: abba [ac] dedee ba (Barzelletta)
30. Morir voglio in la mia fede
ff. 34v-35, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
It appears a small repeat sign was and the letters g.c. added after m. 32 in the superius
voice of the original print. Because none of the other voices exhibit this, and such would
essentially ruin the poetic structure, I have decided to ignore the edit and transcribe the
print as originally published.
Poetic form: abba cdcdda (Barzelletta)
31. Poi che a tal con dutto m’hai
ff. 35v-36, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, T, T, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abba cdcdda (Barzelletta)
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32. Pace hormai su si più guerra
ff. 36v-37, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A/T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Tenor voice changes clefs from A to T in the second line.
Poetic form: abba cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta)
33. Piu volte fra me stesso
ff. 37v-38, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, M, M, R. Original meter: ¢.
The number of measures in the parts do not match; there are 66 measures in the S/T
voices and 64 in the A/B. The piece features staggered entrances, with repeats that begin
in the middle of measures. To simplify matters, the piece is transcribed in full, with
repeats written out. Also remarkable and rather unique to this piece is the number of
instrumental breaks between textual repeats. There is an instrumental coda.
Poetic form: abbaccc (Sonnet)
34. Resta in pace, diva mia
ff. 38v-39, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, A, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Some note values altered to fit the text: mm. 3 and 15 the minim has been changed to two
semi-minims. The original value is notated above.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda (Barzelletta)
35. Guarda donna mio tormento
ff. 39v-40, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
Note value in m. 24 has been altered to fit the text: the breve has been changed to two
semi-breves. The original value is notated above.
Poetic form: ab[ab] cdcd da [ab] (Barzelletta. The refrain text is marked at the end of the
superius line as “Non più guerra,” alerting the singer the refrain starts with that stanza.)
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36. Haime che non e un giocho
ff. 40v-41, Anonymous.
Original Clefs: M, T, A, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: aaab bbbc cccd etc… (Oda.)
37. Viva e morta voglio amarte
ff. 41v-42, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta.)
38. El te par che manchi in fede
ff. 42v-43, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cddcca [ab] (Barzelletta.)
39. Resta in pace o diva mia
ff. 43v-44, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcd da [ab] (Barzelletta.)
40. Hai promesse dolce e amarte
ff. 44v-45, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, A, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Possible instrumental codetta, but not exactly clear.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcd da [ab] (Barzelletta.)
41. Seguir pur seguir che vole
ff. 45v-47, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [ab] cdcd da [ab] (Barzelletta.)
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42. Mi parto adio adio
f. 47v, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Includes an instrumental coda.
Poetic form: abbb bccc cddd etc… (Oda.)
43. E questa quella fede
f. 48, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abbb bccc cddd etc… (Oda. Each verse has an apparent repeat of the last
two lines of each quatrain.)
44. Piangeti mecho amanti
f. 48v, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, A, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
This piece features a canon marker in all voices at m. 12.
Poetic form: abbc cdde effg etc… (Oda.)
45. Mal fai signora mia
f. 49, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
There an instrumental coda.
Poetic form: abbc cdde effg etc… (Oda.)
46. Amore sempre me dimostra
ff. 49v-50, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba [aa] cddb [ba] effb [ba] (Barzelletta-esque. The form of the piece is
reminiscent of a standard barzelletta, but the rhyme schemes and stanza lengths are not
typical.)
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47. Lamentomi d’amore
f. 50v, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Orignal meter: ¢.
Poetic form: [aaa] bbba [aaa] ccca [aaa] (Perhaps a hybrid of an Oda and Barzelletta.
There is a refrain, but the rhyme scheme and short phrases are much more appropriate to
an Oda.)
48. Non e tempo de tenere
f. 51, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, A, A, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abba cddc effe etc… (Oda.)
49. Sel te piacque un tempo farmi
ff. 51v-52, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: abab cdcd da [ab] (Barzelletta.) The superius is marked with ut supra at the
end of the line. The custos indicates the singer should return to the beginning of the
melody. It is the only piece in the collection written in this way.
50. Se da poi la tua partita
ff. 52v-53, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, A, B. Original meter: C.
Poetic form: aba [ab] cdcdda [ab] (Barzelletta.)
51. Se non voi pensar in tutto
ff. 53v-54, Anonymous.
Original clefs: G, A, A, R. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba cdcdda [ab]. (Barzelletta. The end of the superius reads: Se non voi &c,
as an indicator to return to the top. It is unclear if this indication marks a textual repeat, or
to move on to the second verse.)
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52. Te lamenti & io mido
ff. 54v-55, Anonymous.
Original clefs: M, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abba cdcdda [ab]. (Barzelletta.)
53. Se non poi hor ritornami
f. 55v, Anonymous.
Original clefs: S, T, T, B. Original meter: ¢.
Poetic form: abab ccca [ab] deea [ab] fgga [ab] (Oda, with refrain.)
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